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Northwestern CS invited four distinguished undergraduate students to present their research contributions to new knowledge.
Exploring New Directions and Solving Problems
A group of students, who have spent the past academic year working with research librarians to develop individual, intellectual projects, presented their capstones via an online event on May 3.
After a year of research, library scholars present their projects
Instead of trying to measure it directly, they created a ‘fingerprint’ of how the noise impacts a program run on the computer ... for Regenerative Medicine and Engineering, associate vice president ...
Research Bits: May 3
A smartphone app that could allow people to screen for Alzheimer's and other neurological diseases and disorders by recording closeups of their eye.
Diagnosing neurological disease at home
Scientists worldwide are racing to develop a new kind of computer based on the ... do to make them reality," said Guo, a paper co-author. "With this research, we think we have a breakthrough ...
Building a better quantum bit: New qubit breakthrough could transform quantum computing
Van Treuren then joined Baylor’s School of Engineering and Computer Science ... book chapters and conference papers and been awarded hundreds of thousands of dollars in external grant funding for ...
Mechanical Engineering Professor Honored as Cornelia Marschall Smith Professor of the Year
Zhu is also affiliated with the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Kyung Hee University. The National Science Foundation partially supported this research. The paper is also available on ...
Dirty paper coding may help achieve cleaner, faster communications in future tech
When designing a next-generation quantum computer ... their new system in a paper recently published in the AIP Review of Scientific Instruments. The Fermilab engineering team has taken advantage ...
New control electronics for quantum computers that improve performance, cut costs
The UTSA Office of Commercialization and Innovation (OCI) today presented its annual UTSA Innovation Awards to recognize excellence in discovery and impact within the university research community.
UTSA Innovation Awards return to recognize commercialization excellence
MIT engineers have developed a paper-thin loudspeaker that can turn any surface into an active audio source. This thin-film loudspeaker produces sound with minimal distortion while using a fraction of ...
Researchers develop a paper-thin loudspeaker
When designing a next-generation quantum computer, a surprisingly ... his colleagues described their new system in a paper recently published in the AIP Review of Scientific Instruments. The Fermilab ...
Fermilab, UChicago collaborate on new system to improve quantum computer performance
But videoconferencing apps still have access to users’ audio when the mute button is activated and can process it however they want, according to Kassem Fawaz, an assistant professor of electrical and ...
Videoconferencing apps have access to user data while muted
David Braun, Justus Ndukaife and Ahmad Tata are recipients of the National Science Foundation Early CAREER Award. The Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Program offers the most prestigious ...
Vanderbilt School of Engineering faculty receive National Science Foundation Early CAREER Awards
The researchers’ paper is published in Nature Communications ... In addition to Oh and Ertsgaard, the research team included University of Minnesota Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering ...
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